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Abstract 

This paper investigates the momentum strategy of foreign exchange markets using 66 cross-

currency exchange rates from spanning period of December 1984 to December 2015. Following 

the approach by Daniel and Moskowitz (2016), we identify the source of the momentum returns. 

Our findings show that out of sample does not behave as it is predicted by Daniel and Moskowitz 

(2016) in stock markets, the loser portfolio acts the same way as it does in stock market, and the 

source of returns from winners minus losers (WML) is mainly loser portfolio rather winner 

portfolio. However, we do not find as much improvement of momentum returns using risk-

managed momentum as found by Barroso and Santa-Clara (2015) in equity market. 

 

 

  



1. Introduction 

Momentum strategy in general refers to an investment strategy by buying high (winner) stocks and selling 

low (loser) stocks. The strategy is based on the trend of the market that is winner stocks will continue to 

rise while loser stocks tend to keep falling. Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) are the first to present this 

trading strategy relying on the past performance where buying well-performed stocks and selling poorly-

performed stocks would generate positive returns from holding period of 3 to 12 months yielding 

approximately 12% per annum. 1 Their finding has generated substantial amount of research interests in 

momentum literature, especially in equity markets, and most of the literature document the presence of 

abnormal profit from momentum strategy. 2 However, research interest in momentum strategies of 

foreign exchange (FX) is relatively new and the topic is less examined in the literature even though the FX 

markets are much larger than equity markets. In this paper, we present a comprehensive analysis of FX 

momentum strategies using a large number of cross currency exchange rates.  

Using up to 66 currencies, we address whether the currency momentum is influenced by the presence of 

emerging currencies that can drive the improvement of the trading strategy and how different holding 

periods alter the main findings. Daniel and Moskowitz (2016) use only 10 most highly trading currencies 

from developed markets. Testing only developed currencies can result in the selection bias towards the 

larger and high liquid markets. This paper extends their paper by providing more number of currencies - 

up to 66 currencies including large number of Emerging markets, and detailed examination of the 

momentum strategies. Using large number of currencies would depict the source of momentum returns 

in foreign exchange markets whether from winner or loser currencies. We conjecture that the momentum 

strategy in foreign exchange currencies would provide substantial benefits for investors to take a position 

in the markets based on the portfolio of the winner minus loser (WML) strategy.  

Currency momentum is particularly interesting, because it provides high returns unrelated to carry trade 

returns. Similar to stock momentum, currency momentum provides higher return from currencies with 

higher country risk, and less hedging opportunity. As the WML portfolio shows similar performance in 

terms of profit and risk in stock and FX market, the effect of large crashes should also be present in the FX 

market. Afterall, the literature on momentum strategy in equity market attributes the excess return to 

large market crashes. There have been some major currency crises leading to economic crises in 

respective countries, such as 1994 in Mexico, 1997 in Asia, 1998 in Russia, 1999-2002 in Argentina. 

However, crash of a small portion of currencies in the portfolio should not affect the portfolio as strongly 

as to drag the whole portfolio down. We find positive skewed distribution3 of momentum return in our 

analysis that further strengthens the point. This feature of FX market differentiates itself from the stock 

market where big shocks are not very uncommon. It also raises a question as to whether the presence of 

large market crashes (a predominant justification for the presence of momentum profit) can justify the 

momentum profit in the currency market. It is very unnatural that participants in the currency market can 

earn substantial profit without being exposed to substantial risk. Moreover, it does not make much sense 

                                                           
1 The strategy refers to winner minus loser (WML) strategy. 
2 For example, see Chui, Titman, and Wei (2010), Novy-Marx (2012), Moskowitz, Ooi, and Pedersen (2012), Barroso and Santa-
Clara (2015), Daniel and Moskowitz (2016), and among others.  
3 Menkhoff et al. (2012b) also report similar distribution. 



theoretically that such huge abnormal return for momentum strategy in the currency market exists and 

arbitrageurs are not exploiting it enough to make the strategy (closer to) obsolete.  

We follow the market characteristic strategies proposed by Daniel and Moskowitz (2016), and construct 

the momentum portfolios based on the formation and holding period of 1, 3, 6, 9, and 12-month4. The 

results show that the momentum strategy improves the returns with lower standard deviation, providing 

substantial benefits for investors to trade for such strategy. Then, we extend our analysis of the WML 

strategy using the size of excess returns to form five portfolios5. As expected, the loser portfolio incurs 

the negative return and high standard deviation than winner portfolio. The difference between winner 

and loser portfolio provides a higher return than investment in the currency market index. Sharpe ratio 

and Skewness of the WML strategy are also substantially higher than the market index. Further, we 

examine the sources of momentum profits; whether the profits are from winner or loser portfolio.  

We begin our analysis by finding beta of winner portfolios and loser portfolios with the market indicators 

proposed by Daniel and Moskowitz (2016). Our result, however, shows that, unlike what is reported by 

Daniel and Moskowitz (2016), the WML and winner behave differently from stock market while loser 

portfolio acts in the same manner. The loser portfolio acts the same way as it does in stock market, and 

the source of returns from the WML strategy is mainly loser portfolio rather winner portfolio. When we 

estimate the source of the return based on the change in market characteristics, namely bear and bull 

markets, the result indicates that the portfolios short a call option on market as seen in equity market. 

Effect of shorting WML and winner portfolio in the currency market is different from equity market as 

reflected by positive or insignificant estimated market beta. Only loser portfolio provides value of shorting 

as reflected by negative market beta.  

We also analyze further to test whether momentum strategy can be managed. According to Barroso and 

Santa-Clara (2015), the risk-managed momentum should provide higher mean return, less volatility, less 

skewness, and higher Sharpe ratio than the plain momentum strategy. As such, we expect that using risk-

managed momentum of winner-minus-loser (WML) portfolio would benefit investors to hedge 

themselves against the financial crises. Our result indicates that, different from what Barroso and Santa-

Clara (2015) find, the risk-managed momentum does not provide substantial benefits for investors. The 

return slightly improves while the standard deviation remains relatively high. 

Our contributions towards this paper are (i) we explain how momentum strategy works in FX market 

compared to equity market, (ii) we investigate the characteristics of FX momentum and find that, unlike 

in equity market, the excess return from winners minus lowers (WML)  can be explained by high volatility 

of loser portfolio, not winner portfolio. (iii) we, according to our knowledge, are the first to use the risk-

managed strategy proposed by Santa-Clara (2015) in portfolio approach. The result, however, indicates 

                                                           
4 See Jegadeesh and Titman (2001), Okunev and White (2003), Novy-Marx (2012), Menkhoff et al. (2012b) for portfolio 

constrictions. 

5 Daniel and Moskowitz (2016), and Asness et al. (20013) suggest constructing portfolios based on the deciles to rank winner 
and loser portfolios, and calculate the WML strategy based on the difference between winner minus lower portfolio.  



that the risk-managed strategy does not improve the momentum returns as much as they find in the stock 

market.  

2. Literature Reviews 

The study of currency momentum has been documented; however, relatively little. Okunev and White 

(2003) study the currency momentum using the cross-sectional analysis of eight major currencies by 

implementing the strategy that an investor takes a long position in the best last-month performance 

currency and a short position in the worst last-month performance currency. The strategy creates a return 

of approximately 6% per annum. Their findings show that momentum exists in the currency market and 

the trading strategy has a certain range of periods that investors can use to their advantage. However, 

investors will not receive positive returns forever as it is documented by Menkhoff et al. (2012b), who 

investigate the momentum strategies in FX markets based on 48 exchange rates and find that the spread 

is about 10% per annum using the difference between excess returns of winner and loser currencies e.g., 

winners minus losers (WML). They also report that the currency momentum is not affected by the 

business cycle risk, liquidity risk, carry trade risk, volatility risk, three-factor, or four-factor model, rather 

the profits from momentum strategies can be explained by the country risk and transaction costs.   

The positive returns disappear in longer horizon as it is documented by Jegadeesh and Titman (2001), and 

Novy-Marx (2012)6. Also, Moskowitz, Ooi, and Pedersen (2012) test for the time series of momentum with 

58 instruments and find a strong significance of stock return predictability based on the past performance 

for all the instruments. They document that the excess returns of these instruments reverse over longer 

horizon, suggesting that momentum strategies disappear after certain period of time. Further, they test 

for the position of traders; hedgers and speculators, and conclude that speculators benefit from time 

series momentum at the expense of hedgers.  

The literatures document that the existence of momentum strategies for various assets. However, return 

from the strategy will disappear after a certain horizon period, mainly 12 to 36 months (Gutierrez and 

Kelley, 2008; Chui, Titman, and Wei, 2010; Moskowitz, Ooi, Pedersen, 2012). This suggests that investors 

earn substantial benefits from momentum strategies before the markets adjust themselves to the number 

of investors taking positions in the markets. Their result is consistent with efficiency market hypothesis 

stating that market adjusts itself when new information arrives and eliminates any arbitrage opportunity 

since investors are learning from the new information (Fama, 1970).  

There has been multiple upgrade to traditional WML strategy in recent years. Barroso and Santa-Clara 

(2015) propose momentum strategy adjusting volatility as a risk factor that withstands the uncertainty of 

the markets and argue that investors can improve their returns by implementing these trading strategies. 

They report that momentum suffers during the crashes, making it less attractive to investors to invest in 

such strategies. Risk-managed momentum strategy provides better result in any aspect of traditional 

momentum strategies. They show that the risk-managed momentum strategies can improve the Sharpe 

ratio, reduce the kurtosis, and lower the left skewness. The recent paper by Daniel and Moskowitz (2016) 

                                                           
6 Jegadeesh and Titman (2001) and Novy-Marx (2012) provide an empirical evidence that there is a potential return reversal in 
momentum strategy.  



analyze the source of the momentum crashes under the bull and bear markets based on the risk-managed 

momentum proposed by Barroso and Santa-Clara (2015). They implement the dynamic momentum 

strategy based on forecast of momentum’s mean and variance to further improve the momentum 

strategies. Their result suggest that the dynamic momentum strategy can help double the alpha and Shape 

ratio. Their finding is pronounced not only in US equity market, but also among other asset classes such 

as commodity, fixed income, and foreign exchange markets.  

This paper is organized as following. Section 3 describes the data and methodology and the main empirical 

findings are presented in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper. 

3. Data Descriptions and Currency Portfolios 

Data  

Our data consist of daily spot and forward rates of sixty-seven currencies against US Dollar (foreign 

currency as a numerator and US Dollar as a denominator), and are obtained from Reuters (Datastream), 

and Barclays Bank International (BBI). The full list of the currency is provided in Appendix A. The period 

starts from December 1984 through December 2015.  

To be included into the sample, we require each currency to have at least 5-year period of spot and 

forward rates. At the end of the time period, we have 14,045 monthly observations and 316,798 daily 

observations in our sample. We allow currencies to enter, leave, or stay at any point of time due to the 

data availability and relevancy following Menkhoff, Sarno, Schmeling, and Schrimpf (2012b). Our sample 

starts with 15 currencies in December 1984, and the number increases up to 67 currencies at the end of 

the sample period December 2015. We drop Lira Turkish out of our sample due to unreliability of forward 

rates specially during 2001. Moreover, the currency itself provides low excess return and high volatility, 

and it can hinder overall portfolio performance. We will discuss this issue under the currency portfolio 

section. 

Figure 1 provides the number of currencies available in each point of time though the sample period. The 

number of currencies, in general, varies through time as currencies enter and exist, i.e., the adoption of 

EURO during 2000s causes the decline in the number of the currencies, and the data availability of 

emerging market in recent period increases the number of currencies in our sample.  

[Insert Figure 1] 
Currency excess return 

We estimate the monthly excess returns for holding foreign currencies k as  

𝑟𝑥𝑡+1
𝑘 ≡ 𝑖𝑡

𝑘 − 𝑖𝑡 − ∆𝑠𝑡+1
𝑘 ≈ 𝑓𝑡

𝑘 − 𝑠𝑡+1
𝑘       (1) 

where 𝑖𝑘 is one-month interest rate in country 𝑘, 𝑖 is the interest rate at home (U.S.), 𝑠 is (log) spot, and 

𝑓 is (log) one-month forward rate. ∆𝑠 is return (log spot rate change). Akram, Ream, and Sarno (2008) 

show that covered interest parity holds even with a very short time horizon. Then, we can estimate that 



interest differential,𝑖𝑡
𝑘 − 𝑖𝑡, equals forward discount, 𝑓𝑡

𝑘 − 𝑠𝑡
𝑘. The last date observations are used as 

observation for the month. 

The end of the month net return for a currency is defined as 𝑟𝑥𝑡+1
𝑙 = 𝑓𝑡

𝑏 − 𝑠𝑡+1
𝑎   for a long position and 

𝑟𝑥𝑡+1
𝑠 = −𝑓𝑡

𝑎 + 𝑠𝑡+1
𝑏  for a short position, where a and b indicate ask and bid quote. We encounter an 

issue, as mention earlier, that currencies enter, leave, or stay. We define if a currency stays in the portfolio 

at the end of the month, then the net return is defined as 𝑟𝑥𝑡+1
𝑙 = 𝑓𝑡

𝑏 − 𝑠𝑡+1 for a long position and 

𝑟𝑥𝑡+1
𝑠 = −𝑓𝑡

𝑎 + 𝑠𝑡+1 for a short position. In another case, if a currency leaves at the end of the month, 

the net return is calculated as the net return for a currency. We report the excess returns of 67 currencies 

in table 17. 

In general, developed currencies provide less excess returns than emerging currencies. Some currencies 

have negative excess returns (Belgium, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Estonia, Euro, Finland, Greece, Hong Kong, 

Kazakhstan, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Oman, Portugal, Russia, Slovenia, Spain, Taiwan, Tunisia, and 

Turkish). Turning to the volatility of these currencies, we find that emerging currencies account for higher 

volatility than developed currencies. The highest volatility currency is Lira Turkish which provides the 

standard deviation of 13.95%. For our analysis, we exclude Lira Turkish since the currency itself is very 

volatile and the currency crisis in 2001 can lower the overall performance of momentum returns8. 

[Inset Table 1] 

 Currency portfolios 

We divided the currencies in five portfolios each month according to their lagged excess returns over 

previous formation periods, 𝑓 = 1,3,6,9,12 months. One fifth of currencies with poorest performance are 

considered loser currencies and one-fifth with the riches are winners. The winner minus loser (WML) 

portfolios are formed by taking long position in the winner portfolio and short position in the loser 

portfolio. The portfolios can be referred as “long-short” momentum portfolios. The WML portfolios are 

then held for holding periods, ℎ = 1,3,6,9,12 months. The procedure creates a total of 5×5 = 25 WML 

portfolios. The formation periods and the holding periods would be too short to estimate the momentum 

strategy in equity market as it is argued by Chui, Titman, and Wei (2010). However, many literature related 

to currency momentum (Novy-Marx, 2012 ,Menkhoff et al., 2012b, Menkhoff and Taylor, 2007, Gorton, 

Hayashi, and Rouwenhorst, 2013) provide a good reason to construct the formation and holding period 

up to 12 months since longer periods tend to make the momentum strategy more volatile and investors 

receive lesser benefits from such strategy. 

Table 2 describes the mean return of holding period and formation period of 1, 3, 6, 9, and 12 months. 

The result suggests that the mean returns decrease as holding periods increase and they are all statistically 

significant. The result, as suggesting by existing literature, shows that momentum strategy provides 

substantial returns to investors when they take position in a short period and the returns are likely to 

                                                           
7 The list of the currencies is provided under appendix. 
8 This finding is documented by Menkhoff et al. (2012b), Mancini et al. (2013) that Lira Turkish can account for the excess return 
and market performance more than other currencies. 



disappear when the horizon of holding period is longer. For example, the 1-month holding period can 

provide return approximately 12% in comparison with the return of 12-month holding period of 8%. This 

is also true for formation period. The mean returns decrease as the formation period increases.  

[Insert Table 2] 

Further analysis of winner only and loser only portfolios based on the same holding and formation periods 

shows that winner (panel A) and loser portfolios (panel B). Winner portfolios and loser portfolios exhibit 

disappearing return in longer holding and formation period identical to winner-minus-loser (WML) 

portfolios. The results in table 3 indicate that the mean returns are substantial higher when holding and 

formation period is short and the return seems to be disappeared when holding and formation period is 

longer. It is worthwhile to point out that loser portfolios, in general, provide negative returns, however, 

some loser portfolios are not statistically significant, i.e. 6 month-formation period. Winner portfolios 

generate all positive returns for all holding and formation period.  

[Insert Table 3] 

We analyze further for the Sharpe ratio of our holding and formation period (1, 3, 6, 9, and 12-month). 

The Sharpe ratio performance is reported in table 4. Table 4 panel A reports Sharpe ratio on WML portfolio 

strategy. The Sharpe ratio attains the highest when using one-month for formation and holding period, 

which Sharpe ratio is 0.2854. Using holding period of 12-month and formation period of 6-month 

generates the lowest Sharpe ratio of the plain momentum strategy, which is 0.1615. The result suggests 

that the shorter-term investment strategy provides substantially higher return than the longer-term 

strategy.  

To confirm our analysis, we also measure the Sharpe ratio of winner portfolios and loser portfolios as they 

are shown in table 4 panel B and C. Consistent with WML strategy, the one-month holding and formation 

period provides better performance than other periods (0.2473 for winner portfolios and 0.0766 for loser 

portfolios). It is worthwhile to point out that loser portfolios can generate the negative returns when 

investors are holding for the longer period. For example, if an investor holds loser portfolio for 12-month 

formation and holding period, the strategy generates a negative Sharpe ratio of -0.0025.   

[Insert Table 4] 

We also are interested to see whether momentum strategy provides substantial returns to investors. To 

illustrate the $1 investment from momentum strategy, we use the same holding and formation period, 

i.e. 1-month, 3-month, 6-month, 9-month, and 12-month period. Figure 2 reports our result. All the 

portfolios provide certain returns, especially 1-month holding and formation period, which outperforms 

and generates almost 20 times at the end of the investment period from $1 investment in 1985. This result 

should not come as a surprise since the momentum returns are documented to provide certain 

profitability for investors (Menkhoff et al., 2012, Asness et al., 2013, Barroso and Santa-Clara, 2015).  

[Insert Figure 2] 



To observe whether the WML strategy outperform the market, we create the market excess return as the 

benchmark for a comparison. Our choice of currency benchmark is based on the daily trading volume9. 

The benchmark is calculated by the excess return as we show in equation (1). The figure provides the 

market excess return and spot excess return performance. As expected, the market performance shows 

a consistency with the spot excess return. The vertical lines show the recent financial crises (Asian 

Financial Crisis and the collapse of Lehman Brothers). We do not see any change in market behavior during 

the Asian Financial Crisis. However, the collapse of Lehman Brothers provides more volatility to the market 

as the market excess return went down to more than 100% and up to approximately 70%. For the rest of 

the paper, we focus on the market excess return since it does adjust the interest rate differential of the 

currencies, unlike spot excess return.  

[Insert Figure 3] 

 

4. Empirical Methodologies and Results 

Momentum Portfolio Returns 

Daniel and Moskowitz (2016) present momentum portfolios of US equity market based on decile 

portfolios, ranging from lowest excess return currencies (losers) to highest excess return currencies 

(winners). The portfolios, in our analysis, are divided into five deciles ranging from lowest 20% of excess 

return up to top 20% excess return. To avoid any short-term reversals, we rank the portfolios on the 

cumulative returns from 12 months to one month period formation. As suggested by Daniel and 

Moskowitz (2016), we rank the portfolios based on the cumulative returns from 12 months before to one 

month before formation period date (from t-12 to t-2) to avoid the return reversals (see also Jegadeesh, 

1990, Pastor and Stambaugh, 2003, Banti et al., 2012, Lehman, 1990). The reason of constructing 5 

portfolios is that the number of the individual assets is substantially lower in the currency market. 

Furthermore, dividing our sample into more deciles may lower the benefit of diversification purpose of 

currency momentum10.    

Table 5 shows our result. As expected, the return of loser portfolio (portfolio 1) is negative while winner 

portfolio (portfolio 5) is positive. The standard deviation of winner and loser portfolio is pronounced with 

higher loser portfolio (1) standard deviation (0.322) compared to winner portfolio (5) standard deviation 

(0.262). The Sharpe ratio is also consistent with our initial finding that winner portfolio provides a 

substantial higher return per unit of risk than loser portfolio (-0.996 for loser and 1.376 for winner). 

The monthly returns of currency portfolios are distributed in a different manner than returns of stock 

portfolios. The distributions move from left-tailed (-1.729) to right-tailed (1.294) as the portfolios move 

from loser to winner. The WML portfolio is positively skewed at 1.610. Presence of such right-tailed 

                                                           
9 BIS Annual Report 2016. The currencies are Australia, Canada, Germany, Euro, Japan, New Zealand, Norway, Sweden, 
Switzerland, UK, Singapore, Brazil, Mexico, South Africa, and South Korea. 
10 Sorting based on five portfolios is documented by many literatures such as Della Corte et al.(2016), Menkhoff et al. (2017). 



distribution rules out the high risk of market crash as an explanation of momentum return that is the 

predominant justification for the presence of momentum return in stock market.  

[Insert Table 5] 

However, the risk of market crash is not entirely absent in currency momentum strategy as presented in 

figure 4. Figure 4represents the cumulative monthly returns from 1985 to 2015 based on the investment 

in the risk-free rate, market portfolio, winner portfolio, and loser portfolio. The left side of the figure is 

the $1 investment in 1985 and the right side provides the final dollar investment for each portfolio11. We 

find that, consistent with literature, the momentum strategy emerges through time. The winner portfolio 

outperforms loser portfolio with substantial amount (3.60% for winner and -3.21% for loser). Investing in 

market index does not provide any substantial benefits for investors since the magnitude of return is 

similar to the investment in risk-free rate, where the return of the market is 1.1%. Contrary to the 

literature on momentum in stock market, the effect of drawdown in 2008 is pronounced in the winner 

portfolio rather than the loser portfolio.  

The WML (winner minus loser) strategy, consistent with the result from table, does provide a higher in 

return, Sharpe ratio, and skewness. The result, however, contradicts to what documented literature (see. 

Daniel and Moskowitz, 2016, Barroso and Santa-Clara, 2015) showing that the WML provide a negative 

skewness. Their results are based on the momentum strategy in the US equity market, which is different 

from our analysis. Menkhoff et al. (2012b), however, show that the WML strategy has positive skewness. 

The plausible explanation is that we form our portfolio based on the currency and is more related to 

Menkhoff et al. (2012b) portfolio formation and holding period.  

[Insert Figure 4] 

Sources of Momentum Return 

Daniel and Moskowitz (2016) suggest that large changes in market beta can help explain the large negative 

returns earned by momentum strategies. We hypothesize that the betas of the winner portfolio and the 

loser portfolios will behave differently and provide substantial benefits for investors to hold the winner 

over the loser portfolio.  

We follow Daniel and Moskowitz (2016) to estimate the time-varying betas of the winner portfolio and 

the loser portfolios using 126-day rolling market model regression with daily data. The estimation of betas 

is calculated based on the ten daily lags of market return as follows: 

�̅�𝑖,𝑡
𝑒 = 𝛽0�̅�𝑚,𝑡

𝑒 + 𝛽1�̅�𝑚,𝑡−1
𝑒 + ⋯ + 𝛽10�̅�𝑚,𝑡−10

𝑒 +  𝜀�̅�,𝑡,    (2) 

where  �̅�𝑚
𝑒 is the daily market return. 

                                                           
11 We assume that there is no transaction cost. 



Then, we sum the estimation coefficients �̂�0 + �̂�1 + ⋯ + �̂�10 to determine the betas for  the winner 

portfolio and the loser portfolios. Using 126-day or approximately 6 months is a common practice for 

literature to compare the momentum performance (see. Menkhoff et al., 2012b, Asness et al., 2013). 

[Insert Figure 5] 

Figure 5 shows the 126-day rolling betas for both winner portfolios and loser portfolios. Consistent with 

Daniel and Moskowitz (2016), the behavior of winner and loser betas act differently. Winner betas 

approximately moving around zero beta (highest at beta of 2.82 and lowest at beta of -1.86). For the loser 

betas, they are, most of the time period, negative and more volatile than winner betas through time. 

During the period of 1997 to  2001, the loser betas swung up and down and provide both positive and 

negative values (highest at beta of 1.31 and lowest at beta of -12.98).  

Option-like behavior 

Option-like characteristics of stock momentum dictates that the momentum portfolio return is 

significantly lower in bear markets. This is considered as one explanation of momentum return in stock 

market.  So, we check for this explanation in the currency market.  We use four-time series regressions on 

a set of independent variables. 

1. Excess monthly market return index �̃�𝑚,𝑡
𝑒  in month t. 

2. A bear market indicator is characterized by 𝐼𝐵,𝑡−1. We assign the value equal to one if the past 12-

month return is negative and zero otherwise. 

3. Up-market indicator is defined as 𝐼𝑈,𝑡 . The value is equal to one if the excess return of currency 

portfolio is greater than risk-free in month t. 

4. Up-Down market indicator is defined as 𝐼𝐵,𝑡−1𝐼𝑈,𝑡. The variable is assigned to extent to capture 

the trend of up-down market.  

We divide our regression into 3 models showing below: 

�̃�𝑖,𝑡 = 𝛼0 + 𝛽0�̃�𝑚,𝑡
𝑒 + 𝜀�̃�      (3) 

�̃�𝑖,𝑡 = (𝛼0 + 𝛼𝐵𝐼𝐵,𝑡−1)+(𝛽0 + 𝛽𝐵𝐼𝐵,𝑡−1)�̃�𝑚,𝑡
𝑒 + 𝜀�̃�  (4) 

�̃�𝑖,𝑡 = (𝛼0 + 𝛼𝐵𝐼𝐵,𝑡−1)+(𝛽0 + 𝐼𝐵,𝑡−1(𝛽𝐵 + 𝐼𝑈,𝑡−1𝛽𝑈,𝑡  )�̃�𝑚,𝑡
𝑒 + 𝜀�̃�   (5) 

We start the regression analysis with an unconditional market model of momentum portfolio (equation 

3). Under equation 4, we impose the dummy indicator of bear market as explained at the beginning of 

this section. Regression 5 provides two indicators. The market indicator, 𝐼𝑈,𝑡−1𝛽𝑈,𝑡, can be broken into 

either up-market indicator, 𝛽𝑈,𝑡, or Up-Down market indicator (the interaction term).  

Table 6 reports the result. The first model produces intercept, 0.0034, and an insignificant estimated 

market beta. The market beta in bear market is lower at -1.2803 and the alpha is insignificant as presented 

in the second model. Addition of Up-Down Market beta in the last two models shows that the WML 

portfolio performs very poorly, Β u, β= -0.9792, during market rebounds after bear market period. During 

bear market period, the WML beta is -0.5192 for negative market returns and -2.141 for positive market 



returns. That means currency momentum actually shorts a call option in the bear market. A close look 

into the winner portfolio and the loser portfolio shows similar trend. Unlike asset pricing literature, we 

find that the estimated market betas, for all the models, are positive or insignificant for both WML and 

winner portfolios; however, the loser portfolio provides negative market betas. We further look at winner 

portfolio and loser portfolio. We find that the winner portfolio behaves the same way as the WML 

portfolio (e.g. long a call option). The loser portfolio, however, behaves the same way as stock WML 

portfolios (e.g.  short call option on the market). 

 [Insert Table 6] 

Momentum Optionality 

We analyze further for optionality of momentum portfolio. We run a regression by assigning the variable 

to indicate either bear or bull market. The regression is described as: 

�̃�𝑖,𝑡 = (𝛼0 + 𝛼𝐵𝐼𝐵,𝑡−1)+(𝛽0 + 𝐼𝐵,𝑡−1(𝛽𝐵 + 𝐼𝑈,𝑡𝛽𝐵,𝑢 )�̃�𝑚,𝑡
𝑒 + 𝜀�̃�   (6) 

�̃�𝑖,𝑡 = (𝛼0 + 𝛼𝐿𝐼𝐿,𝑡−1)+(𝛽0 + 𝐼𝐿,𝑡−1(𝛽𝐿 + 𝐼𝑈,𝑡𝛽𝐿,𝑈 )�̃�𝑚,𝑡
𝑒 + 𝜀�̃� ,   (7) 

where equation 6 indicates the bear while equation 7 is the regression of bull market.  

Table 7 reports our result. The portfolio 1 represents the lowest 20% of excess return portfolio while the 

portfolio 5 indicates the top 20% of excess return currency portfolio. The only significant variables for 

both panels are constant, α0, and bear and bull market indicator (αB, αL). The other market indicator 

variables, namely market excess return, β0, up-market indicator, ββ and βL, and up-down market indicator, 

Β u, β and β L, u, are not statistically significant. Then, the source of return is not from the excess market 

return nor up-market indicator. This finding, however, contradicts with Daniel and Moskowitz (2016) that 

the source of portfolio optimality is mainly from the hedging after the financial crashes. Their market 

indicator for market excess return, up-market, and up-down market variables are all statistically 

significant. One plausible explanation is that the number of currencies used in the model estimation. Their 

analysis is based on 10 developed currencies while our data contain up to 66 currencies. The 

characteristics of emerging currencies, which mainly are in loser portfolio, may hinder the overall result.  

Then, we turn our analysis into the WML strategy. WML column is the difference between portfolio 5 and 

portfolio 1 (winner minus loser portfolio). The result is consistent to those 5 portfolios. WML* is our plain 

winner minus loser strategy result. We include this column as the benchmark and for a comparison to 

portfolio optimality strategy. WML* result shows that, contrary to portfolio optionality strategy, the 

source of the return is from the change in market characteristic, more specifically, bear and bull market 

indicators. The market indicators of bear and bull, up-market, and up-down market are statistically 

significant. The result confirms our earlier result that the winner portfolio behaves the same way as the 

WML currency portfolio and the loser portfolio behaves the same way as stock WML portfolios (e.g.  short 

call option on the market). 

[Insert Table 7] 



Market Stress  

We also investigate further to see whether the market stress can explain the return on momentum 

strategies. We start our investigation with the estimation of the market variance. We estimate the market 

volatility over the coming months based on the daily market return data. Then, we use the market 

variance with the combination of both bear and bull market indicator to forecast the return of WML 

strategy. The calculation is based on the following regression: 

�̃�𝑖,𝑡 = 𝛾0 + 𝛾𝐵,𝑡−1𝐼𝐵,𝑡−1 + 𝛾𝜎𝑚
2 �̂�𝑚,𝑡−1

2 + 𝛾𝑖𝑛𝑡𝐼𝐵�̂�𝑚,𝑡−1
2 +  𝜀�̃�   (8) 

Where 𝐼𝐵is the bear market indicator, and �̂�𝑚,𝑡−1
2 is the variance of daily returns of the market over the 

126-day period. 

[Insert Table 8] 

Table 8 presents our result. Model 1 and 2 report using single independent variables, 𝛾𝐵and 𝛾𝜎𝑚
2 , while 

column 3 using both variable simultaneously. Model 4 uses the interaction term between bear market 

indicator and market variance. Lastly, model 5 uses all variable for the regression analysis. 

Our result indicates that, under model 1,3, and 5, the momentum returns are mainly form the loser 

portfolio. As indicated by the bear market indicator, loser portfolio is positively and statistically significant 

while winner portfolio, in opposite to loser portfolio, does provide a negative return. This finding can imply 

that the loser portfolio provides a better result during the market stress than winner portfolio.  

Market variance, however, does not provide a strong economically result. This is true for interaction 

between bear market and market variance. Our finding contradicts to documented literature (see. Daniel 

and Moskowitz, 2016, Carr and Wu, 2009) that winner portfolios can be used to predict a better return 

than loser portfolios. 

Risk-managed momentum 

Barroso and Santa-Clara (2015) propose that the plain momentum strategy provides a worse outcome 

than risk-managed momentum strategy, especially during the crash periods. We follow their approach to 

obtain the realized variance (𝑅𝑉𝑡) from the daily returns in the previous 21 trading days in a given month 

𝑡. The realized variance can be calculated as: 

𝑅𝑉𝑖,𝑡 = ∑ 𝑟𝑥𝑖,𝑑𝑡−𝑗
220

𝑗=0       (9) 

where 𝑖 is WML portfolio and market portfolio. Figure 6 presents the realized variance of WML, winner, 

and loser portfolio. These values are used to determine the variance forecast and predict the WML return. 

The realized variance of WML and winner behave quite similarly while the loser portfolio behaves 

differently than those two. 

Then, we perform AR(1) regression of realized variances of WML that produce the realized volatility of 

momentum and market: 



𝑅𝑉𝑖,𝑡 = 𝛼0 + 𝜌 𝑅𝑉𝑖,𝑡−1 + 𝜀𝑡     (10) 

where 𝜌 coefficient can be seen as the persistence measure of risk. For each of WML, winner portfolio 

and loser portfolio, the realized variance in quite persistent as shown in table 9. Such high persistence 

contributes to the predictability of variance in each of these portfolios. Given the possibility of predictive 

capacity for these portfolios, we can manage the variance (risk) of these portfolios. Our earlier analysis on 

source of momentum reveals that the excess return from momentum comes from mostly loser portfolio. 

Thus, managing the risk of loser portfolio could improve the excess return even further. The WML 

portfolio and the winner portfolio, however, does not suffer from severe volatility, making them less likely 

to achieve higher excess return by managing risk.  

Regardless, we estimate risk managed momentum return form WML portfolio by controlling risk of each 

of these portfolios as well as the market portfolio. Earlier we estimated the monthly return of momentum 

as 𝑟𝑥𝑡+1
𝑘  and daily return as 𝑟𝑥𝑑+1

𝑘 . Then, we can estimate each month variance forecast (�̂�𝑡
2) from daily 

returns in previous six months12 as it is proposed by Barroso and Santa-Clara (2015). The variance forecast 

is calculated as:  

�̂�𝑊𝑀𝐿,𝑡+1
2 = 21 ∑ 𝑟𝑥𝑊𝑀𝐿,𝑑𝑡−𝑗

2 /126125
𝑗=0     (11) 

where 21 is a number of each month trading days, and 126 is to scale for 6 months trading period 

(21*6).  

As WML is a zero-investment and self-financed strategy, it can be scaled without constraints. So, the 

returns are scaled as: 

𝑟𝑥𝑊𝑀𝐿∗,𝑡+1 =
𝜎𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡

�̂� 𝑡+1

𝑟𝑥𝑊𝑀𝐿 ,𝑡+1     (12) 

where 𝑟𝑥𝑊𝑀𝐿  is the unscaled momentum and 𝑟𝑥𝑊𝑀𝐿∗ is scaled momentum. 𝜎𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 is a constant target 

level of volatility. Barroso and Santa-Clara (2015) suggest the target level of annualized volatility of 12%. 

They reason that the annualized standard deviation from monthly returns is higher than 12% as volatilities 

at daily frequency are not directly comparable with those at lower frequencies due to the small positive 

autocorrelation of daily returns.  

 [Insert Table 9] 

[Insert Figure 6] 

Then, we predict the weights for WML, winner, and loser portfolio based on the realized variance. This 

approach is proposed by Barroso and Santa-Clara (2015) that realized variances can be used to provide a 

better momentum strategy. We assign the target volatilities of 2, 4, 3, 3 for market, WML, winner, and 

loser portoflios. We assign these arbitrary numbers by picking a s number lightly lower than the mean 

                                                           
12 The analysis is based on the 6-month trading period as suggested by many literature (see. Asness et al., 2013, Moskowitz, 
Ooi, and Pedersen, 2012). 



realized volatilities of these portfolios. The weights are presented in figure 7. Consistent with figure 6, 

loser portfolio behaves differently than WML and winner.  

[Insert Figure 7] 

We use these weights to predict the gain from assigning weights for WML portfolio. The result presented 

in table 10 indicates that using weights for portfolio momentum does not help improving the return 

strategy, rather the result provides substantially high standard deviation than the market portfolio. 

Market portfolio now provides approximately 4.10% of mean return while WML shows relatively smaller 

mean return, which is 2.49%.  Moving our analysis to the winner and loser portfolios, it is clearly that loser 

portfolio performs better with the mean return of 6.97% compared to 1.58% of winner portfolio. Also, 

loser portfolio indicates substantially improvement of the Sharpe ratio and skewness, which are 0.1615 

and 0.4358. Then, the source of the return from momentum strategy is from loser portfolio. 

[Insert Table 10] 

5. Conclusion 

This paper analyzes famous trading strategy based on the past returns or momentum strategy (WML) of 

the currency exchange rates. Using up to 66 cross-currency exchange rates from spanning period 

December 1984 to December 2015, we use the size of excess returns to form five portfolios. The WML 

strategy, calculated by the difference between winner and loser portfolio, indicates the higher mean 

return, Sharpe ratio, and skewness than winner and loser portfolios.  

We also explore the possible sources of the returns of momentum strategy using Daniel and Moskowitz 

(2016) approach. We estimate the betas for winner and loser portfolios along with market indicators. We 

find that, unlike to what is reported by Daniel and Moskowitz (2016), the WML and winner portfolios 

behave differently from stock market. Only loser portfolio behaves the same manner as it does in stock 

market. When we estimate the source of return based on the market characteristics, namely bear and 

bull market, we find that currency momentum actually shorts a call option in bear market, which indicates 

the return during the financial stress attributed to the return in the momentum strategy.  

We also test for the risk-managed momentum as proposed by Barroso and Santa-Clara (2015) to analyze 

whether momentum strategy can be managed. Our result, however, indicates the different results from 

what reported by Barroso and Santa-Clara (2015). The risk managed momentum actually does not 

improve the WML strategy. In fact, the risk-managed momentum helps improve the mean return of loser 

portfolio. This result confirms our main contribution that the source of return from momentum strategy 

is from loser portfolio. 

This research is in need to fulfill the picture of what might be the sources of the WML strategy. Our 

result is to indicate that the recent work of Daniel and Moskowitz (2016) is not enough to explain the 

change and positive return of the momentum strategy. 
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Table 1: Summary statistics of excess returns of 67 currencies at the end of the period, December 

2015.The excess return is calculated by equation (1): 𝑟𝑥𝑡+1
𝑘 ≡ 𝑖𝑡

𝑘 − 𝑖𝑡 − ∆𝑠𝑡+1
𝑘 ≈ 𝑓𝑡

𝑘 − 𝑠𝑡+1
𝑘 , where 

𝑖𝑘  is one-month interest rate in country 𝑘, 𝑖 is the interest rate at home (U.S.), 𝑠 is (log) spot, and 
𝑓 is (log) one-month forward rate. ∆𝑠 is return (log spot rate change). The currencies can leave, 
enter, or stay depending on the data availability and relevancy.  

 

Currency Mean Std. Dev.   Currency Mean  Std. Dev.   Currency Mean Std. Dev. 

Argentina 0.0080 0.0265  Hungary 0.0029  0.0408  Philippine 0.0009 0.0247 

Australia 0.0023 0.0344  Iceland 0.0009  0.0441  Poland 0.0027 0.0425 

Austria -0.0011 0.0298  India 0.0011  0.0214  Portugal -0.0010 0.0297 

Bahrain 0.0000 0.0006  Indonesia 0.0138  0.0890  Qatar 0.0000 0.0008 

Belgium -0.0011 0.0298  Israel 0.0016  0.0250  Romania 0.0030 0.0382 

Brazil 0.0055 0.0445  Italy 0.0043  0.0329  Russia -0.0015 0.0433 

Bulgaria -0.0005 0.0305  Japan 0.0000  0.0325  Saudi Arabia 0.0001 0.0011 

Canada 0.0005 0.0212  Jordan 0.0015  0.0015  Singapore 0.0002 0.0161 

Chile 0.0009 0.0356  Kazakhstan -0.0008  0.0335  Slovakia 0.0040 0.0332 

China 0.0009 0.0054  Kenya 0.0004  0.0245  Slovenia -0.0009 0.0305 

Columbia 0.0013 0.0396  Kuwait 0.0005  0.0069  South Africa 0.0052 0.0485 

Croatia 0.0004 0.0312  Latvia -0.0007  0.0304  South Korea 0.0017 0.0335 

Cyprus -0.0008 0.0304  Lithuania -0.0007  0.0304  Spain -0.0010 0.0297 

Czech 0.0013 0.0368  Malaysia 0.0032  0.0608  Sweden 0.0014 0.0326 

Denmark 0.0006 0.0310  Malta -0.0007  0.0304  Switzerland 0.0013 0.0338 

Egypt 0.0095 0.0144  Mexico 0.0026  0.0289  Taiwan -0.0015 0.0161 

Estonia -0.0006 0.0306  Morocco 0.0019  0.0246  Thailand 0.0005 0.0326 

Euro -0.0004 0.0298  Netherlands 0.0034  0.0334  Tunisia -0.0005 0.0221 

Finland -0.0012 0.0298  New Zealand 0.0046  0.0360  Turkish -0.0199 0.1395 

France 0.0045 0.0323  Norway 0.0018  0.0317  UAE 0.0000 0.0001 

Germany 0.0032 0.0334  Oman -0.0002  0.0006  UK 0.0006 0.0224 

Greece -0.0002 0.0302  Pakistan 0.0007  0.0135  
Hong Kong -0.0002 0.0019   Peru 0.0034  0.0206      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 2: Mean returns of plain momentum strategy of winner minus loser (WML) of 66 currencies 
from December 1984 to December 2015. Portfolios are formed based on the formation and 
holding period of 1, 3, 6, 9, and 12-month period. The winner portfolios represent return from long 
position and loser portfolios represent return from short position. The WML portfolios report the 
net return. The t-statistics are estimated following Newey and West (1987) and are reported in 
parentheses. 

Mean Returns 

 Formation Period 

Holding Period 1 3 6 9 12 

1 0.122596 0.115238 0.056708 0.097358 0.082632 

 (5.71) (5.56) (4.50) (4.46) (4.06) 

3 0.127805 0.109885 0.059415 0.097033 0.078171 

 (5.58) (5.14) (4.67) (4.96) (4.32) 

6 0.111386 0.103434 0.059357 0.088905 0.069703 

 (3.38) (3.64) (3.89) (4.09) (3.53) 

9 0.109598 0.105932 0.060197 0.083963 0.065070 

 (4.48) (4.37) (4.08) (3.85) (3.52) 

12 0.091400 0.084980 0.051265 0.076964 0.064756 

  (4.97) (4.64) (4.15) (3.73) (3.73) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 3: Mean returns of plain momentum strategy of winner portfolios and loser portfolios of 66 

currencies from December 1984 to December 2015. Panel A reports the winner portfolios and 

Panel B reports the loser portfolios. Portfolios are formed based on the formation and holding 

period of 1, 3, 6, 9, and 12-month period. The winner portfolios represent return from long position 

and loser portfolios represent return from short position. The t-statistics are estimated following 

Newey and West (1987) and are reported in parentheses. 

Panel A: Winner           

Mean Returns 

 Formation Period 

Holding Period 1 3 6 9 12 

1 0.085654 0.0060021 0.034196 0.018519 0.006341 

 (4.07) (4.52) (4.71) (4.88) (4.77) 

3 0.090178 0.064686 0.039028 0.018816 0.006598 

 (5.34) (5.83) (6.04) (5.76) (6.26) 

6 0.083954 0.062038 0.039481 0.019247 0.006652 

 (5.12) (6.00) (6.58) (6.57) )6.26) 

9 0.073889 0.055721 0.036992 0.019071 0.006653 

 (4.99) (5.64) (6.56) (7.01) (7.15) 

12 0.070208 0.050667 0.033945 0.018265 0.006269 

 (5.03) (5.22) (6.20) 6.91) (7.23) 

      

Panel B: Loser           

Mean Returns 

 Formation Period 

Holding Period 1 
0.002255 

3 
0.002723 

6 
-0.021208 

9 
-0.003445 

12 
-0.007467 1 

 (2.75) (2.5) (1.67) (1.93) (1.65) 

3 0.001915 0.002201 -0.023339 -0.004834 -0.010026 

 (2.71) (2.54) (2.15) (2.54) (2.14) 

6 0.000743 -0.000007 -0.023868 -0.003676 -0.008289 

 (1.13) (0.93) (0.96) (1.29) (1.35) 

9 0.001371 0.003114 -0.018451 0.002373 -0.001165 

 (2.07) (2.04) (2.04) (2.09) (2.06) 

12 0.000589 -0.000631 -0.020106 -0.001871 -0.000379 

 (1.93) (1.88) (1.89) (1.95) (1.97) 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 4: Sharpe ratio of plain momentum strategy, winner, and loser portfolios of 66 currencies 

from December 1984 to December 2015. Panel A reports plain momentum strategy while Panel B 

and C report the winner and the loser portfolios. Portfolios are formed based on the formation 

and holding period of 1, 3, 6, 9, and 12-month period.  

Panel A: Momentum  

Sharpe Ratio 

 Formation Period 

Holding Period 1 3 6 9 12 

1 0.2854 0.2947 0.1695 0.2268 0.2510 

3 0.2963 0.2795 0.1846 0.2222 0.2333 

6 0.2402 0.2477 0.1897 0.2018 0.2058 

9 0.2279 0.2516 0.1946 0.1898 0.1907 

12 0.2001 0.2062 0.1615 0.1746 0.1909 

 

Panel B: Winner 

Shape Ratio 

 Formation Period 

Holding Period 1 3 6 9 12 

1 0.2473 0.3202 0.3231 0.3674 0.3696 

3 0.2464 0.3124 0.3450 0.3709 0.3668 

6 0.2456 0.3142 0.3423 0.3544 0.3383 

9 0.2505 0.3155 0.3255 0.3199 0.2983 

12 0.2404 0.3039 0.2984 0.2898 0.2881 

      
 

Panel C: Loser 

Shape Ratio 

 Formation Period 

Holding Period 1 3 6 9 12 

1 0.0766 0.0442 -0.2180 -0.0306 -0.0589 

3 0.0606 0.0340 -0.2557 -0.0436 -0.0824 

6 0.0225 -0.0001 -0.2753 -0.0325 -0.0641 

9 0.0409 0.0474 -0.2217 0.0204 -0.0081 

12 0.0185 -0.0110 -0.2637 -0.0163 -0.0025 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 5: Momentum Portfolio Characteristics from December 1984 to December 2016. The 

portfolios are grouped up based on the excess returns. Portfolio 1 is the lowest 20% excess return. 

Portfolio 5 is top 20% excess return. 5-1 (WML) represents the winner minus loser strategy based 

on the top 20% excess turn and lowest 20% excess return. The last row provides the market excess 

returns as the benchmark.  

Portfolio Mean Std. Dev. Min Max Sharpe Ratio Skewness 

1 -0.321 0.322 -1.837 0.181 -0.996 -1.729 

2 -0.112 0.253 -1.273 0.443 -0.443 -1.439 

3 0.014 0.264 -1.102 0.819 0.053 -0.501 

4 0.133 0.231 -0.526 1.014 0.575 0.857 

5 0.360 0.262 -0.181 1.644 1.376 1.294 

5-1 (WML) 0.681 0.299 0.136 2.319 2.282 1.610 

Market 0.011 0.264 -1.149 0.773 0.041 -0.401 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 6: Market Timing Regression. The table represents the estimated coefficients from regressions of monthly excess return of WML, winner, 

and loser portfolio. The regression models are: model (1) - equation (3): �̃�𝑖,𝑡 = 𝛼0 + 𝛽0�̃�𝑚,𝑡
𝑒 + 𝜀�̃� unconditional market model, model 2 - 

equation (4): �̃�𝑖,𝑡 = (𝛼0 + 𝛼𝐵𝐼𝐵,𝑡−1)+(𝛽0 + 𝛽𝐵𝐼𝐵,𝑡−1)�̃�𝑚,𝑡
𝑒 + 𝜀�̃� conditional bear market indicator, and model (3) and (4) - equation (5): �̃�𝑖,𝑡 =

(𝛼0 + 𝛼𝐵𝐼𝐵,𝑡−1)+(𝛽0 + 𝐼𝐵,𝑡−1(𝛽𝐵 +  𝐼𝑈,𝑡−1𝛽𝑈,𝑡  )�̃�𝑚,𝑡
𝑒 + 𝜀�̃� the up-market indicator. α0 represents the intercept of the regression model, αB is 

the bear market indicator, β0 is the market excess return, βB is the up-market indicator, and βU, B is the up-down market indicator. The t-test is 

reported as Newey-West t-statistic test. The t-tests are reported in parentheses. *, ** shows the significance of 5%, and 10%. 

 

Coefficient Variable WML Winner Loser 

    1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 

α0 Constant (Alpha) 0.0034 -0.0008 -0.0008 0.0016 0.0031 0.0016 0.0016 0.0024 0.0003 -0.0024 -0.0024 -0.0008 

  (2.22)** (-0.43) (-0.44) (1.01) (1.01) (1.58) (1.60) (2.79)** (0.30) (-1.89)* (-1.91)* (-0.76) 

αB Alpha in Bear Market  0.0014 0.0091   -0.0010 0.0031   0.0024 0.0061  

   (0.50) (2.54)**   (-0.62) (1.54)   (1.23) (2.43)**  
β0 Market Excess Return 0.0147 0.5868 0.5868 0.5530 0.8303 1.1214 1.1214 1.1100 -0.8156 -0.5346 -0.5346 -0.5570 

  (0.21) (6.82)** (6.92)** (6.55)** (21.67)** (23.56)** (23.87)** (23.88)** (-17.97)** (-9.02)** (-9.08)** (-9.51)** 

ΒB Bear Market indicator  -1.2803 -0.8607 -1.0543  -0.0010 -0.4539 -0.5191  -0.6064 -0.4068 -0.5352 

   (-9.89)** (-4.85)** (-6.53)**  (-0.62) (-4.62)** (-5.84)**  (-6.81)** (-3.30)** (-4.78)** 

Β U, B Up-Down Market    -0.9792 -0.5190   -0.5135 -0.3586   -0.4657 -0.1604 

    (-3.41)** (-2.31)**   (-3.22)** (-2.89)**   (-2.33)** (-1.03) 

R-square   0.0001 0.2159 0.2407 0.2269 0.5675 0.6542 0.6640 0.6618 0.4741 0.5361 0.5431 0.5355 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 7: Momentum portfolio optimality. Table 7 represents the estimated coefficients from 

regressions of monthly excess return of bear and bull market. Panel A reports the bear market 

result while Panel B represents bull market. The bear market regression described as equation (6): 

�̃�𝑖,𝑡 = (𝛼0 + 𝛼𝐵𝐼𝐵,𝑡−1)+(𝛽0 + 𝐼𝐵,𝑡−1(𝛽𝐵 +  𝐼𝑈,𝑡𝛽𝐵,𝑢 )�̃�𝑚,𝑡
𝑒 + 𝜀�̃� and the bull market is described as 

equation (7): �̃�𝑖,𝑡 = (𝛼0 + 𝛼𝐿𝐼𝐿,𝑡−1)+(𝛽0 + 𝐼𝐿,𝑡−1(𝛽𝐿 +  𝐼𝑈,𝑡𝛽𝐿,𝑈 )�̃�𝑚,𝑡
𝑒 + 𝜀�̃�. α0 represents the 

intercept of the regression model, αB is the bear market indicator, β0 is the market excess return, 

ββ is the up-market indicator, and Β U, β is the up-down market indicator. Portfolio 1 indicates the 

lowest 20% of excess return portfolio while portfolio 5 represents the top 20% of excess return 

portfolio. WML is the winner minus loser based on the difference between portfolio 5 and 1. WML* 

is the our momentum strategy based on 11-month period.  The t-test is reported as Newey-West 

t-statistic test. The t-tests are reported in parentheses. *, ** shows the significance of 5%, and 

10%. 

 

Panel A: Bear Market              

 1 2 3 4 5 WML WML* 

α0 -0.2225 -0.0430 0.0823 0.1866 0.4030 0.6255 -0.0008 

 (-10.27)** (-2.40)** (4.30)** (10.88)** (21.00)** (29.02)** (-0.44) 

αB -0.2129 -0.1273 -0.1253 -0.1082 -0.1229 0.0900 0.0091 

 (-4.97)** (-3.59)** (-3.31)** (-3.19)** (-3.24)** (2.11)** (2.54)** 

β0 -0.4834 -0.4065 -0.4056 -0.3581 0.2842 0.7676 0.5868 

 (-0.50) (-0.50) (-0.47) (-0.47) (0.33) (0.79) (6.92)** 

ΒB 1.9167 1.7960 1.8100 0.2851 -1.4681 -3.3848 -0.8607 

 (0.91) (1.03) (0.97) (0.17) (-0.79) (-1.61) (-4.85)** 

β B, u -0.8905 -0.9605 -0.7624 1.0832 3.7235 4.6140 -0.9792 

 (-0.26) (-0.34) (-0.25) (0.40) (1.22) (1.34) (-3.41)** 

R-square 0.1183 0.0712 0.0610 0.0415 0.0359 0.0467 0.2407 

Panel B: Bull Market             

 1 2 3 4 5 WML WML* 

α0 -0.4424 -0.1778 -0.0489 0.0869 0.3094 0.7518 0.0006 

 (-17.68)** (-8.58)** (-2.21)** (4.39)** (13.92)** (30.12)** (0.29) 

αL 0.2393 0.1404 0.1394 0.1100 0.0948 -0.1444 0.0042 

 (5.90)** (4.18)** (3.89)** (3.43)** (2.63)** (-3.57)** (1.22) 

β0 1.0517 0.9779 1.0777 0.3912 0.4118 -0.6399 -0.6935 

 (0.92) (1.03) (1.07) (0.43) (0.41) (-0.56) (-7.24)** 

βL -0.2506 -1.0184 -0.9443 -0.0610 -0.0496 0.2011 1.6561 

 (-0.12) (-0.57) (-0.5) (-0.04) (-0.03) (0.09) (8.93)** 

β L, U -2.3694 -0.6751 -0.9944 -1.2696 -0.1440 2.2254 -0.7024 

 (-0.83) (-0.28) (-0.39) (-0.56) (-0.06) (0.78) (-2.81)** 

R-square 0.1198 0.0711 0.0612 0.0420 0.0320 0.0436 0.2329 

 
 

 



Table 8: momentum return and market variance. The table represents the estimated coefficient 

of a time series regression based on the equation (8): �̃�𝑖,𝑡 = 𝛾0 + 𝛾𝐵,𝑡−1𝐼𝐵,𝑡−1 + 𝛾𝜎𝑚
2 �̂�𝑚,𝑡−1

2 +

𝛾𝑖𝑛𝑡𝐼𝐵�̂�𝑚,𝑡−1
2 +  𝜀�̃�to forecast the future WML return. 𝐼𝐵is the bear market indicator, and �̂�𝑚,𝑡−1

2 is 

the variance of daily returns of the market over the 126-day. Model 1 and 2 use one variable at a 

time. Model 3 uses both variables simultaneously. Model 4 uses only the interaction term between 

bear market indicator and market variance. Model 5 uses all variables at the same time.  The t-test 

is reported as Newey-West t-statistic test. The t-tests are reported in parentheses. *, ** shows the 

significance of 5%, and 10% 

  WML 

Model 1 2 3 4 5 

 

  
0.0031 0.0056 0.0051 0.0043 0.0041 

 

  
(-1.53) (2.83)** (2.21)** (2.63)** (-1.25) 

 0.0008  0.0013  0.0027 

 (-0.25)  (-0.42)  (-0.63) 

 

   
-0.0116 -0.0119 

 
-0.0057 

  (-1.73)* (-1.76)*  (-0.39) 

    -0.0097 -0.0078 
        (-1.45) (-0.47) 

  Winner 

Model 1 2 3 4 5 

 

  
0.0091 0.0051 0.0092 0.0055 0.0106 

 (5.55)** (3.08)** (4.85)** (4.02)** (3.99)** 

 

  
-0.0105 

 
-0.0105 

 
-0.0123 

 (-4.20)**  (-4.16)**  (-3.50)** 

 

   
-0.0028 -0.0007 

 
-0.0087 

  (-0.50) (-0.12)  (-0.72) 

 

     
-0.0097 0.0101 

        (-1.74)* (-0.75) 

  Loser 

Model 1 2 3 4 5 

 

  
-0.006 0.0005 -0.0041 -0.0012 -0.0065 

 (-3.41)** (-0.29) (-2.00)** (-0.79) (-2.30)** 

 

  
0.0113  0.0118 

 
0.015 

 (4.20)**  (4.37)**  (3.99)** 

 

   
-0.0088 -0.0112 

 
0.003 

  (-1.46) (-1.90)*  (-0.23) 

 

     
0.000 -0.0179 

        (0.00) (-1.24) 



Table 9: AR(1) of One Month Realized Variance of WML, winner, and loser portfolio. Realized 

variance of each month is regressed on one month lagged realized variance. The realized volatility 

is using AR(1) process. The result is reported based on z-test. Realized variance is estimated using 

the last 21 returns of each month. 𝛼, 𝜌, and 𝜎 represent the constant, coefficient and average 

realized volatility for WML, winner, and loser portfolios.  

  WML Winner Loser 

𝛼 38.09 26.94 18.93 

z-test (1.19) (0.68) (1.08) 

𝜌 0.89 0.95 0.82 

z-test (66.53) (100.92) (61.4) 

𝜎 36.88 18.03 32.17 

 z-test (74.63) (86.46) (94.02) 

 

 

Table 10: Portfolio Returns. The returns of WML portfolio based on 11-month formation period 
and 1 month holding period. The table provides a comparison among market, WML, winner, and 
loser returns. The estimation is based on the weights assigned from figure 7. 

 

Variable Observation Mean Std. Dev. Skew Sharpe 

Market 360 0.0410 0.3462 -0.4825 0.1184 

WML 354 0.0249 0.4102 -0.3878 0.0606 

Winner 354 0.0158 0.4465 -1.4377 0.0354 

Loser 354 0.0697 0.4314 0.4358 0.1615 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Figure 1: The number of currencies in the sample from December 1984 to December 2015. The 
variation of currencies depends on the currencies enter or exit in the sample due to data 
availability and relevancy of the currencies. 

 

 
Figure 2: Cumulative Returns from $1 investment. One US dollar invested in December, 1985 in 
𝑊𝑀𝐿01,01, 𝑊𝑀𝐿03,03, 𝑊𝑀𝐿06,06, 𝑊𝑀𝐿09,09, and 𝑊𝑀𝐿12,12 (inv_0101, inv_0303, inv_0606, 

inv_0909, and inv_1212). 
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Figure 3: Monthly Market Excess Return and Spot Excess Return spanning period from December 

1984 to December 2015. The excess return is calculated by equation (1):  𝑥𝑡+1
𝑘 ≡ 𝑖𝑡

𝑘 − 𝑖𝑡 − ∆𝑠𝑡+1
𝑘 ≈

𝑓𝑡
𝑘 − 𝑠𝑡+1

𝑘  where 𝑖𝑘  is one-month interest rate in country 𝑘, 𝑖 is the interest rate at home (U.S.), 𝑠 

is (log) spot, and 𝑓 is (log) one-month forward rate. ∆𝑠 is return (log spot rate change). The solid 

line represents the market excess return while the dot line represents the spot excess return. The 

vertical lines represent the recent financial crises: Asian Financial Crisis and the collapse of Lehman 

Brother. 

 

Figure 4: Cumulative Monthly Return from December 1984 to December 2015. The figure 

represents the return of (i) risk-free rate return, (ii) market return, (iii) spot excess return, (iv) 

winner portfolio return, and (v) loser portfolio return. The left hand side represents the $1 

investment at the beginning period and the right hand side is the end of the period return on 

investment. 
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Figure 5: Beta Estimation. The figure reports the betas for winner portfolios and loser portfolios 

from December 1984 to December 2015. The solid line represents the winner portfolio betas while 

the dot line represents the loser portfolio betas. The beta estimation is based on equation (2): 

�̅�𝑖,𝑡
𝑒 = 𝛽0�̅�𝑚,𝑡

𝑒 + 𝛽1�̅�𝑚,𝑡−1
𝑒 + ⋯ + 𝛽10�̅�𝑚,𝑡−10

𝑒 + 𝜀�̅�,𝑡. The estimated betas are the sum of individual 

coefficients �̂�0 + �̂�1 + ⋯ + �̂�10. 

 

  
 

Figure 6: The realized variances for WML, winner, and loser portfolio from December 1984 to 

December 2015. Realized variance is estimated using the last 21 returns of each month using 

equation (9): 𝑅𝑉𝑖,𝑡 = ∑ 𝑟𝑥𝑖,𝑑𝑡−𝑗
220

𝑗=0  
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Figure7: Portfolio weight. The weight is estimated by dividing a constant (one-half of mean realized 

variance) by six-month variance forecast as it is calculated by equation (12): 𝑟𝑥𝑊𝑀𝐿∗,𝑡+1 =
𝜎𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡

�̂� 𝑡+1

𝑟𝑥𝑊𝑀𝐿 ,𝑡+1. The dash line represents winner weight, dot line represents loser weight, and 

WML is represented by the solid line. 
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Appendix 

Last 66 currencies 

No. Currency Begin Date End Date 

1 Argentina 12/31/1993 12/31/2015 

2 Australia 12/31/1984 12/31/2015 

3 Austria 12/31/1993 12/31/2015 

4 Bahrain 12/31/1993 12/31/2015 

5 Belgium 12/31/1993 12/31/2015 

6 Brazil 6/30/1994 12/31/2015 

7 Bulgaria 12/1/1998 12/31/2015 

8 Canada 12/14/1984 12/31/2015 

9 Chile 12/31/1993 12/31/2015 

10 China 12/31/1993 12/31/2015 

11 Columbia 12/31/1993 12/31/2015 

12 Croatia 5/26/1997 12/31/2015 

13 Cyprus 5/26/1997 12/31/2015 

14 Czech 11/25/1994 12/31/2015 

15 Denmark 12/14/1984 12/31/2015 

16 Egypt 12/8/1994 12/31/2015 

17 Estonia 5/26/1997 12/31/2015 

18 Euro 1/4/1999 12/31/2015 

19 Finland 12/31/1993 12/31/2015 

20 France 12/10/1984 12/31/2015 

21 Germany 12/1/1984 12/31/2015 

22 Greece 12/31/1993 12/31/2015 

23 Hong Kong 12/11/1984 12/31/2015 

24 Hungary 12/31/1993 12/31/2015 

25 Iceland 5/26/1997 12/31/2015 

26 India 12/31/1993 12/31/2015 

27 Indonesia 12/31/1993 12/31/2015 

28 Israel 12/31/1993 12/31/2015 

29 Italy 12/1/1984 12/31/2015 

30 Japan 12/1/1984 12/31/2015 

31 Jordan 12/31/1993 12/31/2015 

32 Kazakhstan 12/1/1998 12/31/2015 

33 Kenya 5/26/1997 12/31/2015 

34 Kuwait 12/31/1993 12/31/2015 

35 Latvia 5/26/1997 12/31/2015 

36 Lithuania 5/26/1997 12/31/2015 

37 Malaysia 12/31/1993 12/31/2015 

38 Malta 12/31/1998 12/31/2015 

39 Mexico 12/31/1993 12/31/2015 

40 Morocco 12/9/1994 12/31/2015 



41 Netherlands 12/1/1984 12/31/2015 

42 New Zealand 12/14/1984 12/31/2015 

43 Norway 12/14/1984 12/31/2015 

44 Oman 12/31/1993 12/31/2015 

45 Pakistan 12/31/1993 12/31/2015 

46 Peru 12/31/1993 12/31/2015 

47 Philippine 12/31/1993 12/31/2015 

48 Poland 1/3/1995 12/31/2015 

49 Portugal 12/31/1993 12/31/2015 

50 Qatar 12/1/1998 12/31/2015 

51 Romania 5/26/1997 12/31/2015 

52 Russia 3/6/1996 12/31/2015 

53 Saudi Arabia 12/31/1993 12/31/2015 

54 Singapore 12/14/1984 12/31/2015 

55 Slovakia 2/3/1997 12/31/2015 

56 Slovenia 5/26/1997 12/31/2015 

57 South Africa 10/11/1983 12/31/2015 

58 South Korea 12/31/1993 12/31/2015 

59 Spain 1/3/1994 12/31/2015 

60 Sweden 12/14/1984 12/31/2015 

61 Switzerland 12/1/1984 12/31/2015 

62 Taiwan 12/31/1993 12/31/2015 

63 Thailand 12/31/1993 12/31/2015 

64 Tunisia 5/26/1997 12/31/2015 

65 UAE 12/9/1994 12/31/2015 

66 UK 12/1/1984 12/31/2015 

 


